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Michael Gresham is a criminal attorney with a client accused of murdering a judge's wife. As the story progresses, the

judge whose wife was murdered suddenly tries to hire Michael Gresham for himself. New revelations have the judge

backed into a corner in this legal and financial thriller. Can an attorney battle the system and win the notorious case

other lawyers turned down? Can Michael Gresham turn the tables on those who would see him dead? And who is

going to pay for the injury and disfigurement they left him with?

A legal financial thriller that introduces the first in a five-book series about Michael Gresham, the Chicago lawyer

who defends hopeless cases everyday. Watch from your front row seat as Michael walks into this courtroom drama a

huge underdog. Cheer him on as he uses all his wit and cunning to defend the indefensible. 

Other Books in the Michael Gresham Series of Legal and Financial ThrillersOther Books in the Michael Gresham Series of Legal and Financial Thrillers

The Lawyer is part of the Attorney Michael Gresham Mystery Thriller Series which has more than 1,000+ five-star

reviews and a million readers and counting. If you love a page-turning thriller with mystery, clandestine plotting

and a dash of romance, pick up Sakharov the Bear today.

This stand-alone novel features leading man Michael Gresham. Look for other mystery and legal and financial

thriller books featuring Michael Gresham including The Lawyer, Secrets Girls Keep, The Law Partners, Carlos the
Ant, and now Sakharov the Bear. They can be read in any order.
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Read These Books Free in Kindle UnlimitedRead These Books Free in Kindle Unlimited

Enjoy this Lawyer Mystery Thriller Series FREE as part of your Kindle Unlimited subscription. You can read these

Kindle Unlimited books online via your Amazon Kindle Fire or on any smartphone or tablet with the free Amazon

Books Kindle reading app.

John Ellsworth's books are renowned for their twists and turns and the surprise ending in this one is equally

brilliant. One courtroom financial thriller that curls around and surprises even the most keen readers...the thriller

series that made John Ellsworth a household name!
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